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MICHAEL MULVANEY is a singer, songwriter accompanying 
himself on acoustic guitar and harmonica.  Mulvaney 
performs an eclectic collection of Rhythm & Blues, Rock, 
Chicago Blues, and Funk, with Jazz, Soul, and “Twang” 
influences.

MICHAEL MULVANEY performs from the Canadian border 
south to Key West, Florida and New Orleans, Louisiana 
where Mulvaney CDs: ROAD and Balloon Man have found 
a permanent home in the record library at WWOZ FM, an 
honor reserved for musicians who have performed in New 
Orleans. 

Mulvaney has opened for major acts in concert, performs 
in the United States and Europe, and has been granted 
airplay throughout the USA, South America, Europe, and 
the Orient.

MICHAEL MULVANEY recordings span across three 
decades including CDs, cassettes, cassette single, and 
45rpms.

MICHAEL MULVANEY’s over four decades as an entertainer, 
coupled with his strong vocals and imposing stage presence 
render him an exciting performer capable of riveting an 
audience in any setting.
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Balloon Man is a collection of eight original songs with 
MULVANEY arrangements of three Blues classics.

Contributing musicians include Paul Brier, multi-
instrumentalist; Art Wheeler on piano; Darrell Rose, Afro - 
Latin percussionist for the Wailers and Corey Harris; The 
Danny Morris Band; Mammie West; Michael Elswick, 
saxophone; and John D’earth, trumpet in horn section for 
the fi nal Miles Davis concert tour in Europe, music directed 
by Quincy Jones.

Balloon Man is co-produced by MICHAEL MULVANEY
and Paul Brier originating a vibrant musical genre: Blue 
Americana.



ROAD is a recording featuring eight MULVANEY original 
songs with full band accompaniment and eight acoustic 
tunes including six original arrangements of ageless Blues 
classics.

ROAD features John D’earth, trumpet for Bruce Hornsby, 
Richard Stickley, drummer for Loretta Lynn; Art Wheeler, 
piano from the academy award winning movie, Blue Sky; 
and Tim Reynolds, guitar from the Dave Matthews acoustic 
tours.

ROAD is co-produced by MICHAEL MULVANEY and Paul 
Brier, Emmy nominated multi-instrumentalist composer, 
and former director of musical recordings for Smithsonian 
Institution Recordings.



MAMMIE is a modular, one of a kind, esoteric band 
of musicians who have funked up the world for over a 
decade.

MAMMIE is fronted by MICHAEL MULVANEY on 
electrifi ed acoustic guitar, harmonica, and hand percussion 
accompanied by electric or acoustic bass and trap drums.

Two and three part harmonies weave throughout MAMMIE
arrangements of hand picked covers and songs from 
MICHAEL MULVANEY recordings.

MAMMIE is listenable, danceable, and has pleased 
audiences wherever the band appears.





The MICHAEL MULVANEY Trio is a musical ensemble 
featuring MICHAEL MULVANEY on lead vocals, amplified 
acoustic guitar, harmonica, and hand percussion 
accompanied by acoustic or electric bass and trap drums.

The MICHAEL MULVANEY Trio provides a laid back 
yet danceable approach to Cocktail Blues and Blue 
Americana.

Crowds of all ages have appreciated The MICHAEL 
MULVANEY Trio.
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